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William Van Duzer Lawrence
and the fortune that built a suburban village
by Ray Geselbracht

THE CASE OF
THE LOST LEDGER

One of the Lawrence ledgers, which probably resembles the lost first ledger.

Sometime in 1876, a young
businessman in Montreal opened the
cover of a small leather-bound ledger
and wrote on the ﬁrst page, “Private
ledger of William V. Lawrence, giving
detailed accounts of all the diﬀerent
investments made by him and also debts
owing, secured by mortgage of open
accounts.”
Lawrence was just 34 years old and
running the Canadian oﬃce of a patent
medicine manufacturer when he began
making entries in what would be the
ﬁrst of several ledgers. He had risen in
business quickly and was accumulating
a considerable fortune. He had a lot to

keep track of—investments in stocks,
bonds, mortgage securities, real estate,
dividends, interest payments, loans
outstanding, debts owing—and also
some features of his business life that he
appears to have wanted to explain to his
family, present and future. Lawrence
had an autobiographical instinct, and his
ledgers were the place he chose to record
his own personal story, the story of a
fortune made and then given away, as
told primarily in numbers and accounts.
Lawrence’s ﬁnal entry in his ﬁrst
ledger is from 1888 and relates his
decision to leave his position in Montreal
(Continued on page six)

e Bronxville History Center
has in its holdings eight of William
Van Duzer Lawrence’s ledgers, with
entries from 1888 to 1927, but it
does not have his ﬁrst ledger, which
he used from 1876 to 1888.
In the early 1980s, Lucia Meigs
Andrews, Lawrence’s granddaughter,
wrote a book about the Lawrence
family titled Sketches of Lawrence
Enterprises, 1888-1934. In it, she
describes this ﬁrst of Lawrence’s
ledgers, saying it is small and has a
scuﬀed leather cover, and she says it
has a note written inside its front
cover by Dudley Lawrence,
Lawrence’s son, passing the ledger
on to his son, William V. Lawrence II.
“is book,” Arthur Lawrence
wrote,“is the private ledger of your
Grandfather Lawrence. Combined
with his autobiography, it shows more
clearly than any other document the
start of the family fortune, his thri,
and business ability.”
If you know the whereabouts
of this ledger or know anything
that may help locate it, please
contact the Bronxville village
historian, Ray Geselbracht, at
geselbracht321@gmail.com.

***

Friends establish
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ELOISE MORGAN HISTORY FUND
by Irena Choi Stern
Nearly 100 friends of Eloise
Morgan gathered on June 11 in the
Bronxville Public Library to honor the
longtime Bronxville resident and
Village Historian and announce the
establishment of the Eloise Morgan
History Fund, for which $17,636 has
been raised so far. e fund will further
the work of future Village Historians
in preserving the community’s history,
including supporting archival
acquisitions, for which there is limited
funding in the Village budget.
“Eloise’s contribution to Bronxville
and its historical roots is priceless,”
said Jack Bierwirth, co-chair of the
Bronxville Historical Conservancy
(BHC), a co-sponsor of the farewell
fundraiser. “She never asked for
recognition or gratitude, which is why
so many of us wanted to give her both.”
Along with the Bronxville
Historical Conservancy, the host
committee for the reception included
the Lawrence Park Hilltop Association,
Jack and Jane Bierwirth, Si and Vicki
Ford, Viji and Janet George, Mary
Marvin, Joe and Erin Saluti and Bruce
and Irena Stern. Guests enjoyed tea

sandwiches and desserts while bidding
Bob and Eloise Morgan farewell.
e Morgans commenced their cross
country drive to their new home in
Vancouver, Wash. on July 1.
“Sometimes the most important
contributions to the life of a community
go on behind the scenes,” said Erin
Saluti, co-chair of the BHC. “Eloise
brought a steadfast, disciplined and
rigorous work ethic to the preservation
of the history of our village. Her
guardianship of the culture of this
special place will be appreciated for
generations to come.”
“Eloise personiﬁes Bronxville’s
extraordinary volunteer spirit,” said
Mayor Mary Marvin. “She is quite
simply a treasure.”
ose interested in supporting
the Eloise Morgan History Fund can
still contribute. Please make checks
payable to Village of Bronxville (and
in the memo line include “Eloise
Morgan History Fund”) and return
to: Bronxville Historical Conservancy,
℅ Irena Choi Stern, 56 Valley Road,
Bronxville, NY 10708.
All donations are 100% tax-deductible.

Eloise Morgan

The framed calligraphy certificate announcing
the establishment of the Eloise Morgan History
Fund hangs just outside the doors to the
Bronxville History Center in the library.

e Bronxville Historical Conservancy celebrates Memorial Day
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Conservancy members and Village
Trustees celebrate their partnership in
creating the JFK monument that was
dedicated at Village Hall on May 29,
2017, the centennial of Kennedy‘s
birth. e plaque is the ﬁrst oﬃcial
recognition that the family of President
Kennedy lived in Bronxville from
1929 to 1941. It is located near the
intersection of Pondﬁeld Road and
Gramatan Avenue.

(l-r): Peter Hicks, Bob Riggs, Anne Poorman, Marilynn Hill, Anderson Kenny,
Jayne Warman, and Mayor Mary Marvin.

BHC Members tour historic

Crow’s Nest home,

a Bronxville gem

by Suzanne Davis
On a perfect spring day in May, one of Bronxville’s
ﬁnest homes opened its doors to Bronxville Historical
Conservancy members for the annual historic house tour.
An architectural gem beautifully restored by current
owners Mary Anne Citrino and Wake Smith, 50 Crow’s
Nest Road is well known for its hilltop perch overlooking
Pondﬁeld Road as well as for its rooop balcony, which
oﬀers commanding views of Manhattan.
e original Crow’s Nest house, considered a quaint
country cottage, was built in 1850 by the ﬁnancier and
artist Francis Edmonds. In 1854, aer only three years
in the house, Edmonds began a massive remodeling of
the residence. He added a large three-story extension
that included a library, several bed chambers, a gallery
for pictures, and a spacious hallway. e description of
special features and decorative appointments indicated
that Edmonds spared little expense in constructing and
furnishing his new addition. Aer it was ﬁnished, he
added a separate painting studio, a second barn, and a
new carriage house, along with stone fences and new
roadways around the property.
Mount Vernon resident Frank Ross Chambers and
his wife Kate rented the home in 1888, and eventually
decided to purchase it. Chambers hired the NewYork
architecture ﬁrm of Boring & Tilton to extensively
renovate the house. A porch and kitchen were added,

as well as elaborate gables, turning 50 Crow’s Nest into a
grand suburban estate. e exterior of the house remains
the same as it was at the turn of the 20th century. Boring &
Tilton was best known for its design of several Ellis Island
buildings, including the award-winning main immigration
center, completed in 1900. A decade later, Concordia
College hired Edward Tilton to design its original campus
buildings. It was for that reason that the 2017 BHC house
tour began at the Concordia College oval, where conservancy
members boarded the Tuckahoe Trolley for a short ride
through Bronxville and up the steep and twisted Crow’s
Nest Road. Upon arrival, more than 100 guests were
invited to tour the home’s stately ﬁrst ﬂoor rooms as well
as its beautiful grounds.
Visitors were also treated to short lectures by local
architects Elizabeth Pratt and David Black. Visitors learned
about some of the home’s unique design features, including
several carved wooden crows (we counted 24) and its
exceptionally thick pocket doors. Interior details also
included magniﬁcent stained glass windows and a ﬁreﬁghting apparatus hidden behind an access panel halfway
up the home’s grand staircase. Attendees also received a
meticulously prepared guide to 50 Crow’s Nest and the
Concordia College buildings, written by Marilynn Hill
and Dale Walker.

2016 PRESERVATION AWARD to Houlihan Lawrence renovation
On a beautiful morning in September, the Bronxville
Historical Conservancy board gathered outside 4 Valley
Road, the historic home of Houlihan Lawrence, to present
the 2016 Preservation Award to president and CEO,
Stephen Meyers. Mayor Mary Marvin and Village Historian
Ray Geselbracht joined in the presentation. e exterior
renovation of the building, the old Prescott Farm “gate
house,” was selected as a demonstration of excellence in
terms of ﬁdelity, sensitivity, and compatibility to the
original design of the structure.
Established in 2015, the award recognizes individuals,
organizations, and businesses that have strengthened the
fabric of the Bronxville community through exceptional
commitment to preserving an understanding of its rich
past and unique character.
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by Erin Saluti

(l-r): Mayor Mary Marvin, Houlihan Lawrence CEO Stephen Meyers,
BHC co-chair Erin Saluti and board member Anderson Kenny, who
designed the award.

At the BHC Annual Meeting and Holiday Party on
December 13, the preservation award committee will
announce and present the winner(s) of the 2017 award.
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e Ghosts of Bronxville
Haunt the hilltop for a third run
by Suzanne Davis
More than a dozen eerie apparitions visited the
village on Friday, Oct. 27 for the spooky spectacular,
“the Ghosts of Bronxville” (GOB). e sold-out event,
conceived and executed by the Bronxville Historical
Conservancy, introduced 225 kids and their chaperones
to the town’s rich history.
e thrill-seekers navigated moonlit “hilltop” roads,
where they met ﬁve of Bronxville’s famous 19th century
residents played by Sarah Lawrence College students.
e actors shared their ghostly tales on historically-detailed
sets at ﬁve private homes. Along the route, the children
played old-fashioned Halloween games and encountered
several silent, scary spirits, who were portrayed by local
high school students.
First introduced in 2013, the GOB has since returned
on a biennial basis. is year’s event included a preview party,
held on ursday, Oct. 26 at the home of the GOB co-chair
Erin Saluti.
“What a great way to learn about some of Bronxville’s
historic and fascinating past,” said Bronxville School
Superintendent Roy Montesano, who attended the party at
25 Prescott Avenue, which was also the former residence of
artist Mary Fairchild MacMonnies Low, one of the GOB’s
ﬁve speaking ghosts.
Under the guidance of director Mariah Busk,
(a Sarah Lawrence graduate student), Low was played
by Charlotte Davis. e four other speaking “ghosts”
included Andrea Staats as Harriet Hubbard Ayer
(cosmetics tycoon, involuntarily committed to Dr.
Granger’s Asylum in Bronxville by her husband) at
33 Valley; Ted Conley as William Van Duzer Lawrence
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(founding father of Lawrence Park, Lawrence Hospital, and
Sarah Lawrence College) in the dining room of 7 Valley;
Giovanni Kavota as Edmund Clarence Stedman (the “Poet
of Wall Street,” stockbroker, and editor of the works of Edgar
Allan Poe) on the porch of 2 Wellington, across the triangle
from his original dwelling; and Jackson Tucker-Meyer as
William Augustus Bates (architect of many of the shinglestyle homes in Lawrence Park) at one of his designs, 22
Gladwin. Bronxville teenagers in period attire portrayed the
wandering ghosts, including a macabre mother (Sarah
Billings), a spectral servant (Ally Bruno), a brooding boy
(Tom Dragoni), an asylum patient (Olivia Gravier), a ghostly
girl (Anabel Halaby), a spooky cellist (Xavier Layton), and a
morbid milkman (Bjorn Samios). At 7 Valley, there was a
New Year’s Eve party scene, including a creepy butler
(Emmet Balseiro), and party guests (Matthew Pytosh and
Caroline Spitz).
“e dedication and professionalism demonstrated by
all of the young actors was so impressive,” said Saluti, who
was joined by co-chairs, Michelle McBride and Suzanne
Davis and junior chairs, Tina Adams, Saskia Martin and
Lyndal Vermette.
e 2017 GOB committee included Hilary
Blumenreich, Marie Cutaia, CeCe Heraty, Emily Liggitt,
Staﬀord Meyer, Jennifer Russo, Linda Rafoss and Laura van
Tienhoven. In addition, 75 community volunteers manned
the “ghost” houses, staﬀed the games, poured hot chocolate
and patrolled the steep and sometimes confusing hilltop
streets.
“For an event of this scale, it really does take a village
to make it happen,” said Michelle McBride.

100 YEARS AGO
e Lawrence family’s new home
William Van Duzer Lawrence and his wife Sarah moved
to Westlands in 1917, naming the surrounding acreage
Lawrence Park West. Today, their house, “Westlands,” is
home to much of the senior administration of Sarah
Lawrence College, including the president’s oﬃce, as well
as a classroom, the admissions oﬃce, and dorm rooms.
Anna Bisland, daughter of William Lawrence, wrote in a
biographical sketch of her father that he ﬁrst saw the
Prescott property on a walk. He was in the area to meet
his sons, who were staying with relatives at their Bronxville
residence for the summer, and happened upon it by
accident. Together, Sarah and William Lawrence lived in
Westlands for nearly 10 years before she passed away in
May of 1926. Anna Bisland described her father’s reaction
to the event: “e death of our mother was a great blow to
our father. e following year was a very distressing one for
him to endure.” He was 85-years-old at the time and felt
there was no longer any time to waste in establishing the

college. He reserved a corner of the house for his private
quarters, and items too personal for the college were
removed. In his last will and testament, he stipulates, “I am
willing and hereby give my home known as Westlands,
together with all the buildings thereon, and estate containing
ten acres of land more or less, also the household furniture,
library and pictures...” upon the condition that, “Westlands
be made the nucleus around which other buildings for college
purposes shall be erected.” Marion Coats was appointed in
1926 as the ﬁrst president of Sarah Lawrence College for
Women and eﬀorts toward its opening commenced at full
speed. e college opened in October 1928 but, unfortunately,
its donor was unable to be present. In early May 1927, he
was hospitalized with a severe chill and died almost one year
to the day aer his wife.
(excerpt from an article by Svea Conrad ’17, originally published in
“e Phoenix,” the Sarah Lawrence College student newspaper.)
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Westlands, the Lawrence family
home, which is now home to
much of the senior administration
of Sarah Lawrence College,
including the president’s office,
as well as a classroom, the
admissions office, and dorm
rooms.

Excerpt from one of
Lawrence’s ledgers.
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William Van Duzer (Continued from page one)
with the patent medicine company Davis & Lawrence and
move to New York City to manage another patent medicine
company which he had organized several years earlier—
Fellows Medical Manufacturing Company. is move made
possible all that followed in Lawrence’s life relating to
Bronxville. In April 1890, writing in his second ledger, he
headed an entry, “James M. Prescott Farm, Bronxville, N.Y.”
is is his ﬁrst entry about Bronxville. And over the next 35
years, Lawrence would use much of the income from his fortune to take a leading role in transforming Bronxville from a
rural hamlet to a suburban village, one with a special character shaped largely by his vision.

$1,000,000, stock in Davis & Lawrence and Fellows
accounted for 75 percent of the total. ese investments
were highly productive for Lawrence, year aer year to the
end of his life. e ledgers show that Davis & Lawrence
regularly paid most of its net earnings in dividends,
averaging a little more than 20 percent of paid-in capital.
Fellows seems to have done much the same. Toward the
end of his life, when Lawrence was recording annual
income rather than net worth in his ledgers, he was receiving
about $65,000 a year from the two patent medicine companies. Using the Bronxville real estate value formula, this
would be about $15,000,000 a year. It might not be reckless

Toward the end of his life, when Lawrence was recording annual income rather than
net worth in his ledgers, he was receiving about $65,000 a year from the two patent medicine
companies. Using the Bronxville real estate value formula, this would be about $15,000,000
a year. It might not be reckless to say that Bronxville’s transformation from rural hamlet to
suburban village was paid for primarily by proﬁts from patent medicine sales.
At the end of the year, Lawrence would oen calculate
the value of his fortune in his ledgers. In 1885, he was worth
$470,831, according to his annual inventory. He was 42 years
old, and a very rich man. At the end of 1889, he calculated
his net worth as $1,015,818. He was a millionaire. In 1890,
his net worth advanced to $1,083,140; in 1891 to $1,126,734;
in 1892 to $1,185,522; in 1893 to $1,223,412; in 1894 to
$1,253,600; and, in 1895 to $1,405,600. is is the last year in
which Lawrence made a detailed calculation of his fortune.
It’s diﬃcult to translate this amount of money into
current dollars. Simply adjusting for inﬂation, as the
government reckons it, Lawrence’s 1895 fortune would be
about $50,000,000 in 2017. But this seems too little for a man
who lived as Lawrence did and made the investments and
gis he made. Another possible measure is the increase in
value of Bronxville real estate from 1895 to 2017. Lawrence
sold 12 Sunset Avenue—called Grey Arches—one of the
houses he built in Lawrence Park, for $14,000 in 1895. It
sold for $3,300,000 in June 2017. Using this arithmetic,
Lawrence’s 1895 net worth would be about $330,000,000
in 2017—an amount perhaps large enough to develop
Lawrence Park, build Arcade Block, Studio Arcade,
Gramatan Arcade, and several other commercial buildings,
build the Hotel Gramatan, fund as a gi to the Village of
Bronxville half the cost of building a Village Hall, fund the
establishment of Lawrence Hospital and Sarah Lawrence
College and, ﬁnally, leave a substantial fortune to his family.
Lawrence’s wealth was highly concentrated in two
holdings—the patent medicine companies Davis &
Lawrence and Fellows Medical Manufacturing. At the end
of 1889, when Lawrence calculated his fortune at just over
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to say that Bronxville’s transformation from rural hamlet to
suburban village was paid for primarily by proﬁts from
patent medicine sales.
Lawrence wrote a letter to his four children on October
14, 1926, in which he explained why he wanted to found
Sarah Lawrence College, named for his late wife, and the last
great philanthropic act of his life. He had worked for many
years to create Lawrence Park, he wrote, but “this in a few years
will go down out of sight and be forgotten.” He would have said
the same about the other residential and commercial properties he had developed in Bronxville. But the hospital he had
founded, he believed, and the college he wanted to found
were diﬀerent. “Lawrence Hospital…will live on for ages yet
to come,” growing in importance as the years pass, “and
eventually will become one of the great institutions of the
land.” It will be the same, he wrote, with Sarah Lawrence
College. American colleges start small, he argued, but they
grow from year to year and “they will live on undoubtedly
for centuries to come, perpetuating the names of their
founders while even our presidents and the greatest men of
our country are forgotten.” He was determined to build his
college.
Lawrence was probably right about the hospital and right
about the college, but he may have been wrong about the
village. His vision of a suburban village, realized to a degree
by what he accomplished in Bronxville and carried forward
in disparate but sympathetic ways by many others, has so far
proven to be as long-lived as his hospital and his college, and
as important in bringing a measure of joy to its residents and
visitors over many, many years. e village may well, like the
hospital and college, “live on for ages yet to come.”

e Origins of

STONELEIGH PLAzA
by Edna Gabler

... the apartment house complex
remains true to the development
plan William Lawrence envisioned
more than 100 years ago...
Ray Geselbracht, Bronxville Village Historian, displays a recent gift to the Center from Houlihan Lawrence—a digital replica of a 1914 architectural
rendering of the first three buildings in Stoneleigh Plaza (then called Alger Court). The original hand-colored sketch, signed by William A. Bates and
Kenneth How, architects of the early Stoneleigh Plaza apartments, is at the realty firm’s Bronxville office at 4 Valley Road. In the center of the drawing
is an 1853 mansion built by James Prescott Swain and remodeled in 1906 by Bates as the Village’s first apartment building. Westbourne and
Eastbourne, both completed in 1914, flank the old building, which was torn down in 1953.

In 1844, the arrival of the railroad at Underhill’s
Crossing, the original name for Bronxville, on its way from
Manhattan to White Plains marked a milestone in Village
history. James Prescott Swain, a New York City merchant,
recognized the potential of the rail connection with the city
and purchased that same year a large tract of land spanning
the Bronx River, which included the 18th century Underhill
mill and the sites of today’s Stoneleigh Plaza and River
House. On the site of the old mill, he erected a waterpowered stone factory for making tools and grinding grist.
He called the mansion he built nearby Stoneleigh, thereby
planting the seed for the eventual establishment of the ﬁrst
apartment house complex in Bronxville.
e mill operated successfully until aer the Civil War
when business began to decline. e fatal blow occurred in
1877 when factory explosions le one dead and the business
in ruins. e mortgages for the future Stoneleigh Plaza and
River House properties were foreclosed and sold separately
for $8,000 each at public auction on November 9, 1877.
Daniel B. Alger, a wealthy New York City stockbroker,
purchased the land that would become Stoneleigh Plaza in
1882. In one of the more colorful but unfortunate episodes
in Bronxville history, Alger died in 1887 from apparent
blood poisoning, a pre-antibiotic hazard. His obituary
attributed the cause of death to his purchase in Paris of
black and gold striped hose that “produced inﬂammation
of the cuticle and led to blood poisoning.”
William Van Duzer Lawrence acquired Swain’s original
Stoneleigh building in 1905 when he purchased the former
25-acre Alger estate. In 1906, he had William A. Bates, a
prominent architect he had recruited to help create
Bronxville’s “model suburb,” convert it into an apartment
building. Bates dramatically remodeled the Swain mansion,
fronting the ﬁrst two stories with cut stone and a halftimbered and cement area above. According to newspaper
reports of the day, despite predictions that no one would
live in a “country” apartment, Stoneleigh was fully rented
before the plaster was dry, and it became the centerpiece of
William Lawrence’s prescient plan to develop the surrounding

Alger property and erect a series of large, well-designed suburban apartment houses planned for “reﬁned and
cultured people,” according to his diary entry of January 21,
1913.
Kenneth G. How joined the Bates’ ﬁrm around 1910
and together Bates and How designed Eastbourne and
Westbourne, adopting Old English design to harmonize
with the Stoneleigh building. Stoneleigh formed the base of
a U-shaped area ﬂanked by Eastbourne and Westbourne,
both completed in 1914. ey were built around a campusstyle large open square for trees and other plantings as well
as a play area for children. e hand-colored architectural
sketch (see rendering) that dates to 1914 shows the original
Stoneleigh in the middle and was probably used to solicit
renters for the three buildings. What was then called Alger
Court thus became the ﬁrst apartment house group in
Bronxville.
Northgate and Southgate, located to the north of
Eastbourne, were started in 1916, but put on hold because
of the war and completed in 1922. (Note: Today’s real estate
listings sometimes have the incorrect dates for the year these
buildings were built.) A large stone archway was erected
between Northgate and Southgate to allow entry to the area.
In 1953, the original Stoneleigh was demolished in
connection with the construction of the current 72-unit
cooperative building, which was completed in 1954.
Whereas the architect, Joseph T. Sibley, Jr., largely ignored
the architecture of the other Alger Court buildings, preferring
a more severe design, the apartment house complex remains
true to the development plan William Lawrence envisioned
more than 100 years ago: to provide commodious ﬁreproof
apartments with elevator service in close proximity to the
village center and a well-developed park system. In 2000, an
appellate court upheld the 1998 ruling of the state supreme
court regarding parking rights of the buildings in the area
of the former Alger estate. To clarify the parking issue, the
ﬁve-building Alger Court complex—Stoneleigh, Eastbourne,
Westbourne, Northgate, and Southgate—was renamed
Stoneleigh Plaza.
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The Bronxville Historical Conservancy was founded in 1998 to further the understanding and appreciation of the history and current life of
the Village of Bronxville, N.Y. The Conservancy furthers its mission through the presentation of programs, publications, lectures and special
events that foster an awareness of the village’s architectural, artistic and cultural heritage and lends its support for projects designed to
strengthen and preserve those legacies. If you would like to become a member, visit our website www.bronxvillehistoricalconservancy.org
or mail a check for $50 or more to P.O. Box 989, Bronxville, N.Y. 10708.
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Suzanne Pratt Davis
Ellen de Saint Phalle
Judy Foley
Marc Garbarini
Donald Gray
Peter Hicks
Marilynn Hill
Jim Hudson
Anderson Kenny
Michelle McBride
Staﬀord Meyer

Robert Riggs
Lorraine Shanley
Nick Stephens
Irena Choi Stern
Judy Unis
Nancy Vittorini
Dale Walker
Jayne Warman
Bob Wein
Tom Welling
Bill zambelli

Ex-oﬃcio
Mary Marvin, Mayor
Raymond Geselbracht, Village Historian
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Co-chairs:
Jack Bierwirth, Erin Saluti

(l-r): Fletcher van Tienhoven, Thomas Freeman, Desmond Heathwood, Andrew Gay,
Grace van Tienhoven, Lena Vermette (far end)

Young Conservancy supporters with Board member Lorraine
Shanley proudly carry the BHC banner in the Memorial Day parade.

TWO BOAT TRIPS PLANNED FOR 2018

by Jack Bierwirth

e Bronxville Historical Conservancy will oﬀer its members two boat trips in
2018, including the traditional excursion up the Hudson River, which will also honor
the BHC’s 20th birthday. Over the past two decades, members have enjoyed trips up
the scenic Hudson to many historic sites, from the Huguenot village to Olana,
Frederic Church’s magniﬁcent mansion and studio high above the river.
e other boat trip will be an evening cruise around New York harbor aboard
the same replica of a 1920’s motor yacht that hosted the 2016 Conservancy boat trip.
Dates will be announced in the spring.

